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MAGNETIC EFFECTS OF CURRENT 

CYCLOTRON 

 

Principle: A charged particle can be accelerated by repeated application of an oscillating electric field by 
making it follow a circular path by a transverse magnetic field. 
Working: The ion source I emitting the charged particles to be accelerated is placed at the centre of the 
dees. When a particle is emitted, suppose D1 is positive and D2 is negative. The particle is accelerated 
towards D2 and enters it with a higher speed due to acceleration by electric field. 
Once the particle reaches inside D2 (a hollow conductor); the electric field intensity becomes zero. The 
particle is under the action of the magnetic field alone and hence follows a circular path. It completes a 
semicircle inside D2 and emerges in the gap between the plates. 
At this instant; the polarity of the dees is reversed due to the oscillator i.e., D2 becomes 
positive and D1, negative. The particle is again accelerated in the gap, now towards D1 and is further 
speeded up before entering D1. Inside D1, it follows a semicircle of larger radius. The process is 
repeated till the particle attains the desired high speed and is deflected out of window W by means of 
deflecting plates (D.P.) to hit target T. 
Function of Crossed Electric and Magnetic fields 
The magnetic field acting normal to the plane of motion of the charged particle makes it follow a circular 
path. It deflects the particle sideways but can’t alter its kinetic energy because it does not speed up the 
particles. It however helps the particle to utilise the same accelerating electric field repeatedly to speed 
up the particles. The oscillating electric field increases the speed and hence the kinetic energy of the 
particle each time it passes the gap between the dees.  

THEORY : The centripetal force for circular motion is provided by Lorentz’s magnetic force.           
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DESIRED FREQUENCY OF THE OSCILLATOR 
 

 
LIMITATIONS:  
1) It cannot speed up particles beyond a limit. 
2)The cyclotron can’t be used to speed up electrons.  


